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Q: Will it be possible to have a “staff view ie: Marc tags” in 
Primo with Alma?

A: Traditionally Primo is for end users, Alma for staff users.  
However, we are looking at adding a ‘power-user’ view to 
Primo, whereby we will support more sophisticated options 
(sophisticated relative to the basic search). The design is not 
complete and we look forward to hearing from the 
customers what we should add to this view to make it useful 
for staff.

Question 1
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Q: Google and other search engines rate URLs 
submitted through site maps based on how simple 
and persistent they are. The URLs produced by 
DigiTool and Primo tend to be complex and non-
persistent. Does Ex Libris have any plans to make 
these products easily produce persistent and simple 
URLs?

A:   Ex Libris is currently investigating Next 
Generation linking.   

Question 2
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Q: We would like the ability to add "me too's" in SalesForce. 
(The ability to publish cases and to unpublish cases if you 
change your mind is improved in SalesForce over Pivotal. This 
functionality is welcome but there doesn't seem to be a way 
to add support to a case that another institution has 
submitted.) ?

A:   We selected Salesforce, which is the best CRM system on 
the market, and paid top price, understanding its importance 
for our user community.  Unfortunately, the “me too” 
functionality doesn’t currently exist in Salesforce.   We have a 
long list of developments and will consider this development 
as well.  

Question 3
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Q:SalesForce cases are being closed by Ex Libris before 
the change is available in a release making it difficult for 
customers to identify what should be tested in any 
given release.
Customers are then required to submit a new 
SalesForce case when the change does not appear or 
does not work as expected, and this new case is not 
linked to the closed one.
Could Ex Libris explain why ‘Pending Upgrade’ is no 
longer used? 
As advised by Ex Libris in 2006: “This status was 
requested by customers for cases in which a period of 
time is needed to check a specific fix included in a 
Service Pack or in a soon to be released new version.   

Question 4
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Q.   Customers are being advised of release 
dates for changes to Alma that arise from their 
SalesForce cases. However, often the change 
moves to a later release. How will customers be 
informed of the change of date and the reasons 
for the change?

A:   Support works closely with Development 
using Jira, the system used by Development.     
We use Jira to enter issues and Development 
updates us on an ongoing basis on projected 
release dates and on any changes which had to 
be made due to evolving needs.   

Question 5
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Q: What are the major areas being developed or 
redeveloped for Alma in 2014 and how customers 
can provide advice on what they’d like to see? 

A: We publish a roadmap highlights document 
~every 6 months. We plan to upload a new version 
to the doc portal in the next few days. We also 
work with our customers in support and 
implementation to see what is needed from a 
product perspective. 

Question 6
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Q: When Primo customers search EBSCO API via Primo, full text links 
are provided via SFX. Is it possible to have the delivery of full text to 
change to linktorsrc so that both the availability and the delivery are 
the responsibility of EBSCO.
Too often we have found that SFX is unable to link to full text –
usually because of a mismatch between EBSCO publications and SFX 
object portfolios. We believe that providing linktorsrc directly to 
EBSCO will reduce linking failure rate for clients.   

A: From 4.5.1 you can configure Primo to use only Ebsco links 
directly. This is not the OTB setting but it can be changed.   Details 
can be found in the Version 4 highlights page 99.  Availability and 
delivery for EBSCO is now based on the configuration in the ‘Using 
856 Links in Remote Search Records’ mapping table. An additional 
row has been added to the default configuration to define the 
LR_linktorsrc method for records from EBSCO.

Question 7
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Q: Will ALMA-D include support for 
PREMIS – if so where does this leave 
Rosetta?

A: PREMIS is currently not supported by 
Alma digital functionality. We do have 
plans to support it to some extent as part 
of preservation functionality that is 
planned as part of Alma future roadmap.

Question 8
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Q: When will the ALMA API 
server become available and 
what training will be made 
available/required to allow 
institutions to access the 
server?

Question 9
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The Focus

• Ex Libris has established a team whose focus is on 
improving open interfaces and integration scenarios

• The team is implementing a new API Platform, which will 
include several components, each of which targeting a 
different challenge

• The platform will cover all products, but will focus on our 
SaaS offerings
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The Focus – Platform Components

• Developer Portal, the “next generation 
El Commons”
• Provides a developer home page, with API overviews, 

documentation, How-To articles, blog entries, 
integration use cases and guides

• Includes an API explorer, to help developers discover 
and test our APIs in the shortest time possible
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The Focus – Platform Components

• API Proxy
• Provides a single endpoint for all open interfaces
• Provides access to modern REST- and JSON- based APIs 
• Provides authentication via API keys and authentication 

standards

• Community
• Provides a user-friendly platform for customers to share 

information
• Forums, blogs, code contributions
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The Focus - API Platform Concept
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Developer Portal
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Alma Home Page
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API Documentation
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Data Dictionary
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API Console
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Documentation

• Each product will have its own home page
• Technical documentation for APIs, integrations
• Self-describing APIs

• WADL-based

• Dictionaries for data objects
• XSD Based
• Localized code table value listings

• Interactive API documentation
• REST API Console
• Routed to demo instance or to real data
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Tech Blog
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Code & Apps

• Next generation Code Contributions
• Sample code, full applications
• Ex Libris authored and contributions from the community
• Links to online repositories (Github, Sourceforge, etc.) 

encouraged
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API Dashboard
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Alma APIs
• Users

– User details
– Requests
– Loans
– Resource 

sharing requests
– Fines

• BIBs
– Holdings
– Items- loans, 

requests
– Booking 

availability

• Resource Sharing 
Partners
– CRUD

• Course Management
– Courses
– Reading Lists
– Citation

Much more coming 
soon…

� Ex Libris Ltd., 2014  - Internal and Confidential

• User Management
• User

• User Cash

• Authentication

• Fulfillment
• Loans

• Requests

• Course

• Resource 
Management

• Holdings

• Label

• Others
• Analytics
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Thank You !


